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‘One-Day-Wide’ Canada: History, Geography, and Aerial Views  
at Trans Canada Air Lines, 1945-1955

Blair Stein

Abstract: This article shows how Trans Canada Air Lines (now Air Canada) navigated 
celebrating Canada’s geography while eliminating it using modern communications 
technologies in its midcentury public-facing material. TCA worked explicitly with modern 
and high-modern discourse of “space” and “time,” manipulating the historical and geographic 
imaginary to position itself as a natural part of the Canadian envirotechnical landscape. In 
so doing, TCA also self-fashioned as the gatekeeper of geographic experiences in the form 
of aerial views. By embracing a new technological system—aviation—and a new type of 
environment—the geographic imaginary—this article pushes the boundaries of envirotech 
and argues that the Canadian tendency towards both geographic and technological 
nationalism is, at its center, an envirotechnical relationship.

Résumé : Cet article montre comment Trans Canada Air Lines (maintenant Air Canada) 
a opéré en célébrant la géographie du Canada tout en l’éliminant grâce aux technologies 
de communication modernes dans son matériel promotionnel du milieu du siècle. TCA 
exploittait explicitement avec le discours moderne de l’espace et du temps, manipulant 
l’imaginaire historique et géographique pour se positionner comme une partie naturelle du 
paysage environnemental canadien. Ce faisant, TCA s’est également façonnée comme le 
gardien des expériences géographiques sous la forme de vues aériennes. En associant un 
nouveau système technologique — l’aviation — et un nouveau type d’environnement — 
l’imaginaire géographique — cet article repousse les limites de l’analyse envirotechnique et 
soutient que la tendance canadienne au nationalisme géographique et technologique est, en 
son centre, une relation envirotechnique.

Keywords: Trans Canada Airlines, aviation, advertising, technology, environment, modernity

IN EARLY MAY 1948, CBC human-interest reporter John Fisher received a puzzling 
telephone call from a representative of Trans Canada Air Lines. “How would 
you like a trip to Paris and London?” the TCA man asked. “It will only take you 
an hour.” Fisher was shocked and “wondered whether he was dealing in some 
futuristic rocket chariot.” He was not; the TCA man was referring to London 
and Paris, Ontario, and the inaugural flight of the airline’s newest plane, the 
Canadair DC-4M2 “North Star.” Once in the air, Fisher was immediately awed 
by the view of cars “crawling like ants” through Hamilton’s “payrollish” streets, 
the “patchwork quilt of Ontario” farms—“solid, heavy, neat, prosperous, 
old, velveteen softness...blessed by geography”—and the “aqua blue of Lake 
Ontario,” without which “Canada would not hold the world position she does 
today.” The transcendence of the view and the speed, comfort, and power of 
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the North Star caused him to reflect on technology in Canadian history and 
identity:

I thought to myself—what an age—what would the Fathers of Confederation say. Here 
they are, the two symbols of this age of speed—the babies of the twentieth century—up 
in the clouds the Airways of TCA—below the Airwaves of CBC—both working like giant 
needles, knitting this country together...closing the gaps which worried the Fathers.1

Fisher’s comments echo the twin concerns of settler Canadian national 
identity: environment—especially distances—and communications technologies. 
These two shaping forces are no surprise to settler Canadians, but how can 
Canadians celebrate the nation’s size while at the same time celebrating modern 
technologies, such as railways, telephones, and airplanes, which obfuscate 
geographic distance as an obstacle to mobility? The process of assigning 
historical and cultural value to Canada’s distances in order to use their erasure 
as a cornerstone of modern national identity is the subject of this paper.

I explore how TCA, as a state airline, navigated the challenges of Canada’s 
envirotechnical identity in and around its 1947 decennial year. It simultaneously 
championed popular narratives of Canadian history and geography in its 
public-facing material while attempting to sell its space-shrinking services. 
In so doing, the airline engaged with modern and high-modern discourse, 
manipulating space and time to elide the tensions between environment and 
modern technology. High modernism, as James Scott has suggested, is associated 
with midcentury megaproject regimes: centralized state constructions 
of science and technology as a solution for society’s ills and impositions of 
large technoscientific projects onto an oftentimes unaware or uncooperative 
populace.2 Modern centralized governments relied on science and technology 
as stand-ins for state power and catch-alls for national belonging. Midcentury 
Canada saw its fair share of megaprojects imbued with these types of meanings, 
as Daniel Macfarlane, Tina Loo, and Joy Parr have shown.3 In his work on 
the St. Lawrence Seaway, Macfarlane has identified what he calls “negotiated 
high modernism,” which takes into account the smaller-scale political and 
social negotiations of high-modern megaprojects. He suggests that this is a 
distinctly Canadian type of high modernism, especially because of how the 
Seaway became a “lightning rod” for different Canadian nationalisms.4 This 
study expands on this version of Canadian high modernism by emphasizing 
the delicate and deliberate work necessary to turn air travel into one of these 

“lightning rods.” The high-modern “negotiations” at TCA did not result in a 
radical reshaping of the landscape as it did for the Seaway, but instead pointed 
towards a discursive reshaping of the Canadian envirotechnical imagination to 
make aviation in general, and air travel by TCA in particular, compatible with  
it.

In order to do this, state agents made use of modern technological rhetoric, 
emphasizing human triumphs over space and time, mobility, speed, and 
choice as modern technologies intruded into everyday life. TCA’s advertising 
and promotional material placed airplanes as part of an established timeline 
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of transportation technologies, providing the machines themselves with a 
teleology connected to mythic Canadian distances. This had the added effect 
of turning TCA into the exclusive purveyor of what airline advertisers saw as 
an authentic Canadian geographic experience: viewing the nation from above. 
Just as Fisher was awed by the streets and farms of southern Ontario, passengers 
were sold a vision of Canadian geography that suggested that the only way to 
truly appreciate the scale and variability of the nation was to see it from an 
airplane window. As a Crown Corporation with a virtual monopoly on Canadian 
air travel, TCA was the dominant source of Canadian air travel discourse, and 
by extension articulated what might be seen as a state-supported rhetoric 
of nature, technology, and nation. By making discursive use of history and 
geography—time and space—TCA’s public-facing materials reflect anxieties 
about establishing Canadian-ness in a modern and high-modern world.

The modern Canadian envirotechnical nation

Canada’s geography, especially its size, has long been central to the 
construction of Canadian national identity. This is evident in the interrelated 
Staples and Laurentian theses of Canadian history. Harold Innis and Donald 
Creighton, writing in the 1930s, both suggested that the movement of natural 
resources across large spaces was key to economic development; Innis famously 
argued that the energy of early Canada was channeled directly and indirectly 
into the extraction, transportation, and production of raw materials, while 
Creighton saw the St. Lawrence River as a geographic axis for political and 
commercial development.5 Both of these theses have been challenged and 
even displaced in the twenty-first century as environmental historians have 
questioned the characterization of staples and complicated the value of the St. 
Lawrence river to Canadian-ness.6 However, the foundational idea that the land 
itself has made Canada and Canadians special remains in cultural discourse.7 
Fisher even connected breadth of territory with magnanimity of spirit in his 
broadcasts, characterizing Canada as a “harmless giant,” performing well on 
the “test of bigness” set out by its founders.8 

Of course, the Canadian culture of bigness, as this sea-to-sea-to-sea national 
vision might be called, could not be culturally resonant, let alone manageable 
by a centralized state, without a corresponding set of Canadian national myths 
about communications technologies. Maurice Charland has isolated the 
phenomenon of “technological nationalism,” relatively unique to English Canada, 

“which ascribes to technology the capacity to create a nation by enhancing 
communication.”9 Rail in particular is frequently analyzed this way, especially 
since the Canadian railway system developed alongside Confederation; railway 
boosters argued that east-west networks of communications and transportation 
were the only way that Canada could become a functioning settler nation.10 
Recent works by Robert MacDougall, Liza Piper, and Caroline Desbiens have 
expanded the geographic and temporal scope of “technological nationalism,” 
showing how telephony, freighting, and power generation not only allowed 
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literal access to distant regions, but also helped develop a trans-national and 
sometimes regional connectedness in the Canadian imagination.11 

These two nationalisms are compatible; as Canada’s imposing distances 
defined economic development, technological networks allowed that 
development to have a longer reach and encourage the conditions necessary 
for nationhood and communities of belonging. This is especially evident 
in Harold Innis’ inclusion of natural and human-made transportations as 

“communications” technologies. As communications scholar Robert Babe has 
shown, “even the production or extraction of natural resources (or ‘staples’) 
constituted ‘communication’ for Innis. The extraction or production of 
staples creates environments, or ecosystems, that mediate human relations 
and otherwise affect a people’s thoughts and actions.”12 By this token, human 
interactions with communications technologies and the distances they seek to 
transcend give those distances meaning. As perhaps Canada’s greatest railway 
storyteller, Gordon Lightfoot, sings, “the green dark forest was too silent to be 
real” before settlers arrived with their wheels and railways.13

However, the experiences of modernity and high modernity had the 
potential to destabilize this balance between environmental and technological 
self-fashioning. This is especially evident in what scholars of technological 
modernity have called “time-space compression,” where “by accelerating the 
velocities of people, goods, and information, the world is made to feel smaller 
even as interactions are stretched over larger physical distances.”14 Put simply, 
modern communications technologies made a transcontinental Canada 
possible, but these new spatial regimes threatened Canada’s identity as a 
nation existing just at the edge of geographic possibility. Writing in the 1970s, 
for example, Northrop Frye argued that Canada was especially prone to the 

“obliterated environment,” as “ jet planes, international hotels, and disappearing 
landmarks” exposed the incommensurability between unity on a national 
scale and more intimate place-based belonging; Canada’s vulnerabilities lay 
in its “empty spaces, its largely unknown lakes and rivers and islands...[and] its 
dependence on immense railways to hold it physically together.”15 More recently 
Edward Jones-Imhotep has argued that the realities of the early Cold War and 
hostile Canadian environments made certain components of technological 
orders appear unreliable, highlighting once again the limits of geography as a 
marker of national ability and subsequently allowing instability and unreliability 
to become part of high-modern “technological nationalism.”16 Emerging 
technoscientific challenges, especially those in “new” environments such as 
the Arctic and upper atmosphere, made Canadian distances and Canadian 
communications more difficult to reconcile inside high-modern nationalist 
discourse and had to be therefore united by the rhetoric of technological 
failure. 

Rail was able to escape the most obvious aspects of this irreconcilability 
because of its prominence before high modernity, but also because of the 
discursive focus on intimate technological body-work. The act of boring paths 
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through mountains and laying rails across the entirety of the Canadian nation 
has more cultural currency than actually travelling on the train. The technology 
itself, the landscapes onto which it was imposed, and the processes of building 
it therefore become wrapped up in what David Nye might call a “technological 
creation story,” where the land appeared to be specially laid out for settlers 
to apply their technology and industry.17 Canada-as-nation could only exist 
through the labour and power required to construct the railways, which in 
turn could only exist because of the specificities of Canadian geography.

Air travel, on the other hand, did essentially the same time-space compression 
as rail, but was missing all the intimate body-work that made rail special in 
Canada and emerged inside a high-modern paradigm of nature, technology, 
and nation. Certainly, modern airports have affected how cities grow, and the 
development patterns of Canada’s northern regions were partially dictated 
by air routes, but this is nothing compared to traversing the nation rail-spike 
by rail-spike.18 The rhetoric of struggle to overcome distance by industry 
and ingenuity that prevailed in railway boosterism was subsequently much 
harder to attach to air travel; compared to tunneling through the Rocky 
Mountains, the establishment of sea-to-sea radio communication necessary for 
transcontinental air travel seemed easy. Regular airline travel also threatened 
to stretch geographic reach too far, making Canada’s special distances irrelevant, 
or at least mundane. Rapidly expanding air-travel infrastructure through the 
immediate postwar years called for new Canadian envirotechnical paradigms 
that built on older narratives of “technological nationalism” but renegotiated 
them inside modern Canadian contexts. Canada had to be re-imagined as 
an “aviation nation” that made the virtual elimination of Canada’s mythical 
distances by high-modern systems as vital to national self-fashioning as the 
distances themselves.

Air travel’s influence on modern Canadian self-fashioning suggests that it 
can, and should, be examined as an envirotechnical system. Scholars have long 
associated technology with the human need to “modify, subdue, and control” 
their surroundings, but only relatively recently have environmental historians 
and historians of technology actively sought to open the black boxes of their 
field with the crowbars of the other.19 “Envirotech” as a discipline makes use 
of the constructivist and materialist tendencies of environmental history and 
the history of technology in order to examine “nature, technology, and their 
relationship within and as history,” as Sara Pritchard has argued in her book 
about the Rhône.20 Pritchard identifies a quadripartite set of concerns for 
envirotech scholars—nature, culture, technology, and politics—and suggests 
that envirotech must engage with all four without placing them in opposition 
or resorting to determinism.21 Given these concerns, the majority of envirotech 
study has been devoted to large technological projects such as dams, nuclear 
power plants, and highways, which by their size require centralized state 
influence and have large-scale visible, measurable environmental impacts.22 

This study pushes the boundaries of envirotech by focusing air travel’s 
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impact on the imagined environment. Air travel might not have the same sort of 
footprint that popular envirotechnical subjects such as dams might, but instead 
alters perceptions of geography and nationhood. Canada looks different from 
above and feels different when travelling at five-miles-a-minute, and airliners 
are the mediators for these perceptions. Canadian landscapes may have been 
minimally altered by commercial air travel, but midcentury “imagined” Canada 
owes a great deal to traveling across and viewing the nation from above. TCA’s 
promotional material worked inside an established envirotechnical narrative 
that framed Canada as a “communication nation,” using the Canadian state’s 
long history of transcending distance to its advantage in order to turn Canada 
into an “aviation nation.” It also prioritized the visuality of travel, framing its 
flights as authentic Canadian geographic experiences. Taken together, these 
two strategies show airline advertisers’ emerging awareness of the high-modern 
frictions between Canadian environmental and geographic identities and the 
wholehearted, if unintentional, embrace of high-modern discursive techniques 
to sidestep them.

The acceleration of time and the manipulation of history

When TCA celebrated its tenth anniversary in April 1947, very little happened 
at the airline. Fisher made one of his characteristic “pride-builder” broadcasts 
on the subject, highlighting TCA’s new transatlantic routes, its new North Stars, 
and their overall impact on Canada:

You’ll never learn from TCA that the best record for flying in the world was made in a 
tough northern country of hard winters...Thursday is the Tenth Birthday. Greetings to 
the...men and women who have carried the Maple Leaf high and far. You have helped 
give Canada a feeling of nationhood.23

Passengers on April-10th flights received what TCA’s employee newsletter 
called a “generous cut” of birthday cake “in a neat little silver box,” while a 
transport company in Saskatchewan invited TCA managers to a luncheon in 
their honour. Other than that, “the birthday passed almost like any other day,” 
with little public fanfare.24 It is unsurprising that TCA public-relations executives 
did not capitalize on this major event as advertising and promotions were not a 
high priority at TCA until Battle-of-Britain hero Gordon R. McGregor replaced 
Manitoba-lawyer Herbert Symington as TCA President in 1948.

In his previous position as the airline’s traffic manager, McGregor 
pressed Symington and his staff for a renewed public relations focus, since 

“unquestionably, a sustained and comprehensive program of advertising would 
improve” passenger traffic and the attitude of the “average man” towards 
TCA.25 Symington’s executive and public relations staff were generally 
hesitant. Vice President W. F. English expressed concern about the airline’s 
relationship to government and worried that self-promotion might cheapen 
the airline, since TCA’s story should not be told “through paid advertising 
or news releases accompanied by pictures of pretty girls.”26 Once McGregor 
took office, he focused on transforming the commercial side of TCA “from an 
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Figure 1: An early 1950 advertisement featuring “pretty girls” typical of McGregor’s early tenure. Air Canada 
Collection, Canada Aviation and Space Museum (CASM).
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order-taking department to a sales department actively stimulating business” 
through advertising (featuring lots of “pictures of pretty girls,”) promotions, 
and increased booking capacity (Figure 1).27 By early 1949, TCA’s Advertising 
Department had expanded so much that it was separated from the airline’s 
Public Relations department.

As McGregor assumed his new role, two other TCA initiatives that marked 
its decennial year received promotional attention: the debut of both regular 
passenger service between Canada and the United Kingdom and the Canadair 
DC-4M “North Star,” TCA’s first new postwar airliner. The North Star’s 
recognizable image and evocative name featured heavily in promotional 
material, especially as it was used on TCA’s new routes. Built at the Canadair 
plant in Cartierville, Quebec, it combined the American Douglas DC-4 
fuselage with four British Rolls-Royce “Merlin” engines and featured a number 
of wartime technologies such as cabin pressurization, long-range navigation, 
and electric de-icing.28 Its Canadian manufacture, in particular, was celebrated 
as symbolic of national engineering prowess, industry, and “airmindedness.”29 

“This is no astral body in the usual sense,” a brochure about the North Star 
claimed. “It is a great airliner, the first of its kind. Built in Canada, the North 
Star represents the skills of a nation long-famed for aviation achievement in 
peace and war.” 30 

TCA’s transatlantic service merits a bit more attention, largely because 
promotions for this service incorporated many of the history-and-geography 
themes that carried through TCA’s public-facing material in this period. 
During the war, TCA had been mobilized as the Canadian Government Trans-
Atlantic Air Service, shuttling personnel and supplies across the North Atlantic 
on repurposed Lancaster bombers. “Lancastrians,” as they were known, were 
noisy, uncomfortable, and lacked climate control and restroom facilities, and 
TCA had little hope of incorporating them successfully into postwar civilian 
service.31 The North Star was the solution to that problem, and TCA began 
regular commercial flights to London and Prestwick on non-pressurized 
North Stars in 1947.32 Promotions for the new service invoked a deep history of 
transatlantic travel, leaning especially heavily on symbols of exploration and 
discovery. In flying to and from Britain, the North Star represented the future 
of oceanic travel and the final step in a progress narrative that began with “the 
Vikings...in their little dragon ships,” as they were called in 1947 promotional 
copy, followed by “the coming of Cabot” and Jacques Cartier, the steamship 
Royal William “and her queer cargo,” and John Alcock and Arthur Brown’s 
1919 transatlantic flight in a “tiny biplane” that looked “like a frail box-kite.” 
TCA’s “great new aircraft, the North Star,” was imagined as the heir to these 
exploratory traditions. Like its stellar namesake, it was tasked with guiding 
future generations of oceanic travellers, since “after a thousand years, the wide 
ocean has been reduced to a narrow pool.”33

Promotions such as these made the modern compression of space and time 
central to technological and historical progress. Not only did trans-Atlantic 
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travel times reduce with each technological system—from Cabot’s seven weeks 
to the Royal William’s 25 days to the North Star’s 14 hours—but the time 
between each transportation also accelerated. Approximately five hundred 
years passed between the Vikings and early modern explorers, three centuries 
between Cartier and the Royal William, and 86 years between the first steamship 
and air crossing. “In a millennium, eighty-six years is little more than the 
tick of the clock,” making the three decades between Alcock and Brown and 
the North Star even more impressive.34 This double-acceleration made time 
appear especially elastic, placing the Vikings, great explorers, and aviation 
pioneers both very near to and very distant from TCA and its North Stars. It 
also provided airplanes with a history, which they lacked as a quintessentially 
modern technology. As Bernhard Rieger has shown for nineteenth- and early-
twentieth-century Europe, many anxieties about modern technologies were 
rooted in their relative complexity and how they appeared to “burst into the 
present from nowhere.”35 Airplanes had the dual problem of being so complex 
that their manufacturing processes were black-boxed to the average consumer 
and appearing to go against the forces of nature by flying.36 Constructing 
transatlantic travel as a continuum of multiple time-space compressions offset 
some of these problems by tying airplanes to the great transports of history 
while suggesting that those great transports had the same time-space effect as 
an airliner. 

Figure 2: Detail from a 1956 brochure juxtaposing early modern navigational instruments with airplanes. Air 
Canada Collection, CASM.
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These themes were made obvious by the juxtaposition of easily-recognizable 
symbols of exploration, such as compass roses, astrolabes, and sailing ships, 
and ultra-modern aircraft in both images and copy. A widely-circulated 
informational booklet from 1949 showed an image of colourfully dressed 
voyagers on an early-modern sailing ship pointing excitedly at an airplane 
in the distance, claiming “TCA flies the Atlantic on a schedule that would 
have filled the voyaging Norsemen with awe.” 37 An air-route map from the 
mid-1950s featured an illustration of an airliner flying past a sextant, since 

“the land beyond the horizon has always held a fascination for adventurers 
armed with a parchment map, a dream of discovery—and often very little else...
Today...air travel is a certain, scientifically controlled excursion, but should the 
pioneer spirit of adventure still spark within you, TCA invites you to chart your 
course...beyond the horizon.” 38 Advertising manager Jack McGee highlighted 
the “Chart Your Course” slogan and “art treatment” as particularly likely to 

“arouse the interest of the reader.”39 Perhaps the most popular example of this 
was TCA’s 1952 corporate Christmas card (Figure 2), which was “met with such 
favourable comment,” according to the Advertising Department, that it was 
re-printed as seat-back material the following year, with a total circulation in 
the hundreds of thousands.40 Designed as a stylized early modern “seafaring 
mappe,” the card manipulated space and time by showing geographic features 
of the Atlantic and the paths of various voyages of exploration, from Eric the 
Red to the North Stars that “flieth” across the ocean. Time here appeared so 
compressed by advances in transportation that history happened all at once. 

Even in TCA’s advertisements for Canadian destinations and “system” 
campaigns designed to inspire general brand-awareness and loyalty, TCA’s 
aircraft were discursively and pictorially placed along a transportation 
trajectory that traversed dogsleds, canoes, oxcarts, and railways. “Does it seem 
like a miracle?” an early brochure asked. “To speed across Canada on the 
wings of the wind[?] It will, if you give a fleeting thought to the past” when 
settlers crawled “across the prairies in ox-carts that squealed complaint with 
every turn of the wheel.” 41 This progression had been long entrenched in 
Canadian technological mythmaking, especially in terms of the ill-defined 

“northland.” Indigenous technologies, such as dogsleds, snowshoes, and canoes 
hold a great deal of significance to settler Canadian paradigms of mobility. As 
Bruce Erickson has shown in his work on canoeing, the settler use of canoes for 
leisure created a performative “natural” Canadian-ness which decontextualized 
settler colonialism, Canadian history, and the value of the canoe to indigenous 
Canadians by suggesting that canoeing presented an “allure of openness” that 
placed “the birth of the nation in the landscape itself.”42 

Inside aviation discourse in particular, canoes, dogsleds, and other indigenous 
transports came to stand in for old “backward” ways of travel, as Johnathan 
Vance suggests in his work on early Canadian aviation culture.43 Comparing 
airliners to other geographically appropriate transportation technologies 
made them seem even more modern, quick, and reliable. This was a common 
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technique in midcentury aviation advertising in general, as airplanes were 
frequently pictured next to slow horse-drawn carts, broken-down jalopies, and 
even occasionally trains.44 In TCA’s public-facing material, this technological 
compression also drew on a century of envirotechnical nationalism and framed 
the nation’s history as uniquely driven by mobility across space:

A little more than a century ago, Sir George Simpson, Governor of the Hudson’s Bay 
Company...left Montreal on a record-breaking 3,000-mile journey to Vancouver. Twelve 
weeks later, after an arduous trip by canoe, ox-cart and on horseback, he arrived at the 
Pacific coast ... In Simpson’s time that was no small achievement. Neither was the much 
later feat of organized ground transport in reducing the transcontinental crossing to 
four days. Yet now [TCA] bridges that great distance in just fourteen hours and sets 
standards of its own. The contrast is a measure of the swift transport progress of our 
times.45

Mobility from coast-to-coast was vital to the Canadian geographic 
nation, but Canadians infrequently flew from Halifax to Victoria.46 Aerial 
transcontinentality therefore served TCA’s  symbolic purposes, using rail-based 
paradigms of transcontinental travel  to build a history for aviation in general, 
and a state airline in particular, that spoke to and about the problem of existing 
at the border of geographic possibility. Canada seemed like natural fit for 
aviation, and airplanes a natural fit for Canadian environments, which implied 
that rail was simply a stepping-stone to the real coast-to-coast communications: 
aviation. As a 1939 TCA brochure claimed, “the railways made the Canada of 
the Nineteenth Century and led the way into the Twentieth. Without them, the 

Figure 3: TCA’s corporate Christmas card, 1952. Air Canada Collection, CASM.
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Dominion couldn’t have been, but they were not enough. They still had their 
part to play, and always will have, but...Canada, too, must have wings.” 47

 Most of Canada’s interwar “wings” were attached to bush planes, the 
public and private enterprises that engaged in surveying, mapping, fire-fighting, 
and the transportation of people, goods, and mail to Canada’s widely distributed 
Northern communities. Bush flying emerged as what historian Don Thompson 
has called “a peculiar Canadian phenomenon” in the interwar period.48 Bush 
pilots – largely former military pilots – were cast as home-grown heroes who, 
along with bush planes (which were increasingly purpose-built through the 
1930s) came to represent what an Edmonton newspaper called in the 1929 “the 
romance of transportation.”49 Bush flying served several discursive functions in 
TCA’s public-facing material: it emphasized the airline’s connection to national 
development, reinforcing the role of aviation and the nation’s mythic geography 
in the Canadian imagination, while also providing the airline with an origin 
story loaded with adventure, heroism, and romance. The airline rearranged 
Canadian history to make what McGregor called the “lusty development of civil 
aviation” seem like the expected conclusion to national progress, especially 
as the “North” re-emerged in national mythmaking through the middle part 
of the twentieth century.50 Promotional materials suggested that Canadians 
were active in aviation “when the Wright brothers were unfledged youngsters.” 
Canadian pilots returning from the First World War took to “northland flying,” 
as it was frequently called, and “began pioneering in forestry surveys and fire 
protection from the sky, in aerial photography and mapping.” Eventually, as 
one 1946 institutional history claimed, “Canadians began to realize the value 
of wings in reaching the outposts of their vast northern wilderness.” It made 
sense that the state should control, even at arm’s length, the trajectory of 
aviation in Canada because “it was bush flying that put Canada into the front 
rank of world aviation...TCA grew out of the need for a swift, modern system 
of transportation between communities scattered across an area of more than 
3,000 miles, out of a vision of a more closely integrated nation.”51 And there 
was a direct lineage from Canada’s adventurous bush-flying heroes to regular 
reliable airline travel, since TCA was founded to operate on the Trans Canada 
Airway, the Canadian government’s project through the 1930s to construct 
Canadian aviation infrastructure by consolidating private bush flying routes 
and establishing airfields and radio communications.52 TCA’s advertising 
personnel made frequent use of this pedigree, highlighting the “northland 
flying” experience of their personnel and suggesting that airline travel did the 
same national unity work that bush flying had done decades before.53

TCA’s early public-facing materials feature several sorts of time-manipulations. 
TCA, for example, used a compressed historical perspective of Atlantic history, 
one that stretched back centuries, to naturalize its operations. Materials that 
juxtaposed caravels with sleek airliners made air travel less intimidating because 
it gave the machines and routes a teleology that invoked both adventure and 
routine. They also echoed the “speed-up,” as David Harvey has called it, of 
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modernity by making transportation development appear to accelerate.54 
Similar techniques in TCA’s system advertisements worked on a slightly smaller 
scale—Euro-Canadian settlement—to make airplanes and a state airline a 
natural, necessary part of national progress that could help modernize the 
nation. 

The collapse of Canadian distances and the aerial view 

These time-manipulations were accompanied by a set of space-manipulations 
that used airplanes to discursively shrink the nation without completely 
interrupting the mythology of Canadian distances necessary to make that 

“shrinking” resonant. “Canada has often been referred to as a land of magnificent 
distances,” a 1947 air route map claimed. “That was before the coming of Trans-
Canada Air Lines. [Now] east and west coasts are less than 24 hours apart.”55 If 
Canada was only a land of “magnificent distances” before air travel, how could 
those distances remain foundational to Canadian national identity as TCA? 
Constructions of Canada as a nation with distances only human ingenuity 
could overcome were artifacts of nineteenth- and early-twentieth-century 
rail and other communications paradigms, but with an added level of high-
modern technoscientific rhetoric that suggested that rail was inadequate to 
the needs of the twentieth century. Airlines in general, and TCA in particular, 
appeared to be natural and necessary, since, as one wartime public-relations 
packet claimed “it had become evident that something more was needed; that 
a nation so vast in its distances and so various in its economic divisions could 
not afford to do without the fullest time and distance-destroying advantages 
of aviation. So Trans-Canada Air Lines was designed to meet a great Canadian 
need.” TCA’s public-facing institutional histories frequently claimed that 
commercial aviation in the guise of a state airline was vital to Canadian success 
on a national and international scale, especially in wartime. That same public-
relations packet pointed out that “it was a fortunate circumstance for Canada 
that the very moment her geographic immensity most threatened her efficiency 
the distance-destroying power of transport aviation should have come newly to 
hand.”56 Canadian geography was a double-edged sword, threatening national 
security and unity while at the same time supporting discursive constructions 
of nation.

TCA partially avoided those sharp edges by making distance necessary to the 
establishment of Canadian aviation, which kept geography as part of foundational 
myths while still removing it in the present. TCA’s public-facing material 
suggested that Canada, which McGregor called “by census…a small country, 
and by Atlas a very big one,” was environmentally primed for a successful space-
shrinking civil aviation industry.57 Geography’s role as a barrier for Canadians to 
overcome with ingenuity is what gave it its value; a mid-1950s pamphlet pointed 
out how it was “understandable in a country of great distances” that “Canadians 
are among the world’s most airminded travellers” and were “among the first to 
put the airplane to practical use.” 58 Air travel’s time-space compression could 
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be a detriment to Canadian environmental identity because it made character-
building geographic features, such as what McGregor called the “great natural 
barriers” of the Rockies and “Precambrian Shield,” disappear, but also a 
benefit because it extended travelers’ geographic reach towards those features, 
increasing accessibility to a diversity of Canadian vacation experiences.59 
Shrinking the nation by air allowed access to “all Canada’s famed vacation 
lands...the Rockies—the Prairies—the holiday resorts of Ontario, Quebec, and 
the Maritimes,” as one 1947 advertisement suggested, because “T.C.A. takes 
you there in hours instead of days.”60  The Canadian culture of bigness was 
supported and dismantled in the same breath; the Rockies were no longer an 
obstacle to mobility, but more Canadians could visit them, helping them to 
appreciate what it meant to nationhood to overcome those same obstacles.

The other way TCA negotiated with its removal of distance from Canadian-
ness was discursively substituting time for space. Canada’s “magnificent 
distances” were subtly transformed into magnificently long travel times; time-
space compression and time-space conflation went hand-in-hand. This allowed 
Canada’s size to remain the same, but highlighted TCA’s role in making that 
size less overwhelming to the popular imagination as well as addressing 
more tangible concerns such as freighting and air mail. Thanks to TCA, the 
Canadian businessman “can now fashion his activities and ambitions...secure 
in the knowledge that Canada is only twenty hours wide and that time of travel 
has ceased to be a major obstacle.”61 In so doing, TCA explicitly used the 
rhetoric of space and time, arguing frequently that, as one of the airline’s first 
newspaper advertisements claimed, “a people of vision and enterprise could 
not be held back by the barriers of time and space. Trans-Canada Air Lines 
came into being, and now the Dominion is no wider than a single day!”62 This 
was a visual metaphor as well; the 1948 TCA promotional film “A New Map for 
Canada” opens with a boy drawing a map of Canada as a homework assignment, 

“but it proves a task too large and too overwhelming.” He asks a family friend, a 
TCA Captain, for help and is taken on an imaginary coast-to-coast air journey 
along TCA’s routes to learn “that the Dominion is not the wide expanse of past 
generations but the ‘one-day-wide’ Canada of today.”63 A 1949 trans-Atlantic 
newspaper advertising campaign literally juxtaposed time and space, replacing 
the hands of clocks and watches with a North Star flying over maps of Europe.64 
Promotional material frequently also used violent language when discussing 
TCA’s role in transforming space into time; North Stars, for example, “will 
scatter our old concepts of distance...by slashing” travel times, and “so effective 
has been the attack of TCA upon Canadian distances that already they have 
lost much of their old significance.” 65 It was with great force, apparently, that 
TCA and its machines eliminated distances in Canada, but it still maintained 
the value of those distances by making time and space interchangeable and 
turning distance into a foundational myth.

This tendency to replace distance with time—“Canada is now one day wide” 
—was a symptom of modern time-space compression as well as the modern 
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obsession with speed. Speed was TCA’s most obvious benefit over rail, but 
speed could be scary. Even as late as 1961, the advertising department labelled 

“FARE and FEAR” as “the main barriers against flying.”66 Evoking speed in 
promotional material meant dealing with passengers’ greatest anxieties about 
the air travel experience, as Rick Popp has recently shown for the United States. 
Just as railway accidents in the nineteenth century exposed the hubris of speed, 

“puncturing the veil of the ordinary that such technologies needed to pass as 
natural fixtures of the modernizing landscape,” so too did airlines struggle 
with routinization.67 Popp suggests that midcentury air travel was one of the 
only instances where advertisers’ goals were “to allay fears, rather than amplify 
them,” and they developed a core set of themes and techniques to accomplish 
this goal, such as reducing advertising after a crash received a great deal of 
media attention.68 TCA faced similar obstacles, perhaps amplified by its public 
ownership; McGregor complained in 1950 of the “blinding light of publicity 
which is turned upon all [TCA’s] activities...with the astonishing result that even 
a blown tire at an airport 10,000 miles away is faithfully reported by press.”69 

Marketing the experience of flying in general, and aerial views in particular, 
helped TCA reduce public anxieties about both the speed and altitude of air 
travel. Aerial views, especially views of cities, and the production of vertical 
spaces in general are hallmarks of the modern experience, as Nathalie Roseau, 
Thomas Campanella, and art historians and geographers Denis Cosgrove and 
William Fox have suggested.70 In his landmark book on high modernism, James 
Scott has argued that “it would be hard to exaggerate the importance of the 
airplane for modernist thought and planning;” verticality and the “God’s-eye 
view” transformed city planning and megaprojects such as the Great Lakes-
St. Lawrence Seaway.71 Although Scott and other scholars of modernism have 
argued that the “God’s-eye-view” eliminated local and regional texture, Jason 
Weems has recently claimed that aerial views actually created a regional identity 
for “the prairie landscape, with its vast and undifferentiated topography and its 
rigidly imposed cadastral grid” of the American Midwest by making “it possible 
to see the region as a unified whole and to understand the relationships that 
shaped regional life.”72 The view from above, it seems, has been a conduit for the 
creation, maintenance, and disruption of modern communities of belonging 
and difference on a variety of scales.

Passenger aviation has received relatively little attention from scholars 
interested in these themes, despite it being one of the few channels through 
which everyday consumers could experience these unique views. Other sorts of 

“democratic” modern technological views have been analyzed as symptomatic 
of modernity and high modernity: Krista Thompson and Bernhard Rieger have 
both examined cameras and photography as conduits for modern communities 
of belonging, and David Louter and Ben Bradley have used car windshields 
as focal points for their studies of North American parks.73 Commercial air 
travel touches on many of these gazes, as passengers frequently looked through 
windshields and cameras, sometimes at the same time. TCA estimated in the 
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early 1950s that up to 75% of passengers brought cameras on board and 
provided travel agents with information on how “to get the best results from 
in-flight photography...through Skyliner windows,” including how to hold 
the camera to avoid vibration—“well braced against the body”—and glare.74 
Furthermore, any gaze from an airplane was a modern technological gaze; 
TCA’s airliners acted as mediators between Canadians and their surroundings, 
providing them with a concrete experience of time-space compression.

Aerial photography as a technological gaze has a special currency in 
Canada, as it developed as part of the bush-flying industry. Viewing Canada 
from above was necessary to make Canada legible, and making Canada legible 
was necessary to making Canadian governance possible, resulting in what 
Marionne Cronin has identified as a geographic and cultural co-construction 
of bush planes.75 This made aerial views of Canada easy to fit into TCA’s public-
facing material as a comfort and a corrective to air-travel-related ills, rather 
than a cause of them (Figure 4). “There’s no boredom in air travel,” a 1947 
brochure claimed. “The miles pass too quickly for that. Forest and farm land, 
wide prairies, rolling foothills and the majesty of the Canadian Rockies...the 
landscape is always changing.”76 Canada’s geographic variability worked to 
break up the perceived monotony of air travel while representing Canadian 
technoscientific ingenuity, invoking the conditions that made air travel part 

Figure 4: The centerfold of a popular late-1940s TCA brochure featuring aerial photography.  
Air Canada Collection, CASM.
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of the Canadian environmental imagination. Passengers were told that “from 
your skyliner window the world below is a fascinating display of our resources 
and the way we use them,” and the airplane itself was “an illustration of science 
at work on these same resources to overcome time and space. We hope you 
feel by now that ‘flight-seeing’ adds measurably to the pleasure of your trip.”77 
More importantly, TCA’s supply of altitude made looking at Canada from 
above an authentic Canadian geographic experience that only it could provide. 
Aerial photography and illustration featured heavily in TCA’s public-facing 
material, appearing everywhere from airmail envelopes to the “not in any way 
promotional...[and] purely functional” passenger comment cards.78 Postcards 
showing aerial views of TCA’s destinations, and often meta-views of the aircraft 
flying above a destination, were provided in seat-back portfolios through the 
late 1940s and early 1950s. Exhibition displays also emphasized passengers’ 
access to aerial perspectives: visitors to the TCA booth at the 1949 Canadian 
National Exhibition were greeted by “eight large window frames through each 
of which will be shown as series of 30 coloured slides” of aerial views of TCA’s 
destinations, which the advertising department considered “one of the most 
extensive showings of photographs of this type ever brought together.”79 This 
was not an uncommon strategy at other airlines, as aerial photography was 
still relatively novel. At TCA, aerial views echoed the “romance” of bush-flying-
era aerial surveying and photography, making air travel an organic extension 
of the Canadian transportation pantheon, one that gave passengers a visual 
experience they could not get with train travel. 

This seemed to work. Passengers came to expect a view and complained 
when they did not get what was promised, as one passenger did in 1948: “our 
only disappointment was the weather. We couldn’t see New Brunswick from 
the air.”80 The “dirty state of windows” upset “camera fiends” on a different 
1948 flight.81 A Lethbridge “land lover” on a flight to Winnipeg was left uneasy 
because “it was necessary for the plane to fly above the clouds and the earth 
was not visible” and a couple’s trip from Saskatoon “was largely reduced from 
a holiday trip to mere transportation” when “a line of men pushed in and took 
all the window seats.”82 Passengers asked for more windows, larger windows, 
tinted windows, for the glass to be removed from the windows to “see that 
much more,” and that the “wings be painted a drab black” to reduce glare.83 
One even asked, tongue-in-cheek, for “deck chairs on the wings. Of course, tied 
down.” 84 Historians of advertising have pointed out the problems of identifying 
if advertisements “worked,” but the volume of passenger requests for more or 
better views suggests that TCA’s public relations priorities resonated with at 
least some of its passengers.85

Some of them may have resonated too much, as passengers sometimes 
wondered why their views didn’t look like what they expected from high-modern 
aerial photographs or maps. One 1953 passenger was surprised that “that the 
Stewardess could not tell me anything about the geographic nature of the country 
over which we flew,” and suggested educating the cabin crew in geography and 
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cartography.86 Usually, though, passengers wanted detailed topographic maps, 
which TCA eventually released in the mid-1950s; announcements of landmarks 
by the pilot; or that “the names of larger places over which the plane passes 
[be] given by flashing on a screen or similar device.” 87 They also occasionally 
asked for access to the same altitude, airspeed, and positional information the 
pilots had, generally in the form of “flight instruments” displayed in the cabin, 
which would help passengers identify their views while at the same time giving 
them a glimpse into the inner workings of the aircraft.88 Passengers seemed to 
want the same kind of legibility that the state got from aerial surveys, but their 
suggestions for flight aids also implied that demystifying their views might also 
help demystify the aircraft itself. 

In general, passengers were receptive to TCA’s aerial visual priorities, and 
they found viewing Canada from above as transcendent as the airline wanted it 
to appear. The fact that they wished for a “plane made of transparent material” 
as well as “a map handy with plenty of topographic information” shows that 
they wanted their air travel experience to be as visually rich as possible.89 And, 
as a handful of passengers suggested, it was that they were flying over Canada 
in particular that made air travel worthwhile. An American passenger flying 
to Canada for the first time thought that “God planted the most beautiful 
landscape directly beneath TCA’s routes.”90 A 1950 passenger praised the 

“perfect visibility” on their flight from Calgary to Vancouver that allowed 
them to enjoy the “clear skies above and snow and glacier covered mountains 
below.”91 Still another, from the summer of 1948, “wondered if your publicity 
department has played up” how beautiful flying was compared to ground 
transportation—“not even a Winston Churchill could properly describe the 
allure of it all.” 92 Clearly the publicity department had. Promoting the views 
afforded by air travel was not unique to Canada, but Canada’s overwhelming 
size, and the already-established role of bush flying in reducing that size, 
made the manipulation of geography by airplane especially evocative. It also 
involved an appeal to technological history, discursively opening the airplane’s 
intimidating black boxes and making it seem as organically connected to the 
Canadian landscape as rail appeared to be. Rail may have been responsible for 
coast-to-coast connections and the confederation of the Canadian state, but 
flying made those connections visible and legible to everyday Canadians. One 
1950 passenger brought these themes together by claiming that only a “poet-
scientist” could properly describe the power of flying over Canada in a TCA 
aircraft:

Riding a TCA North Star is the closest you can get to Heaven—It’s an experience that 
no human being should miss. Besides, it gives one a new and unusual sense of the one-
ness of Canada. As you watch the provinces slip beneath your eyes in all their colorful 
beauty—the breath-taking magnificence of the Rockies, rich-chequered Prairies, small 
lonely farms, brilliant welcoming cities—you discover with a freshness and impact never 
achieved by history books or geographies that this is one country, our own.93  
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The rhetoric of air travel visuality persisted beyond the decennial years 
and the launch of the North Star. In 1955, TCA debuted North America’s 
first turbine-powered airliner: the turbo-prop British-built Vickers “Viscount” 
powered by Rolls Royce “Dart” engines. The powerplant was sufficient cause for 
celebration, but TCA had slightly different priorities. The logo for the rollout 
was a stylized aircraft window, and documents for travel agents suggested they 
tell clients about how “the large elliptical windows—26” high, 19” wide give an 
opportunity for visual enjoyment of flight unequalled by any other transport 
aircraft. Yes, even the passenger on the aisle can enjoy an uninterrupted view.”94 
These windows were allegedly the industry’s largest, complete with special 
anti-fog coatings to allow “unrivalled flight-seeing.” 95 Despite flying even faster 
than the North Star, and having a higher operational ceiling, the Viscount’s 
design appeared to support and sustain TCA’s discourse of aerial views and the 
modern legibility of Canada by air.

Conclusion

In the public-facing material released in and around its decennial year, 
TCA worked with the rhetoric of postwar high modernity, centralizing human 
technoscientific triumphs over the natural world while delicately maintaining 

Figure 5: A brochure advertising the debut of TCA’s Vickers Viscount, 1954. Air Canada Collection, CASM.
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the value of the natural world to Canadian national identity. As a government 
airline, its growing focus on public relations through the late 1940s and early 
1950s meant that TCA represented what appeared to be a state narrative of 
technology, environment, and nation. However, this state narrative needed to 
be deliberately constructed to create compatibilities between modern time-
space compression and older paradigms of the Canadian envirotechnical 
imaginary. The airline’s decennial provided a unique opportunity to highlight 
the history of transportation, including the first transatlantic Norse voyages, 
indigenous Canadian transports, and pioneer aviators, and to retroactively 
make air travel appear to be the natural conclusion to this transport teleology. 
This teleology, in turn, was framed as responsible for the modern Canadian 
relationship between communications networks and mythic distances. TCA 
discursively built a new “one-day-wide” Canada whose modern width was only 
made possible by civilian aviation, itself a product of the much wider Canada 
of the past. 

In what remains really the only cultural history of Canadian aviation, Jonathan 
Vance argues that Canada was “a nation tailor-made to be exploited by air.”96 
This wasn’t just because of Canada’s sheer size and geographic variability, but 
also because it was a nation clamoring for new, modern technological creation 
stories of its own. Aviation, especially commercial aviation, was easy to fold 
into a recognizable sea-to-sea technological nationalism established around 
Confederation as well as environmental constructions of Canada as uniquely 
confronted by geographic and climatic obstacles to mobility and unity. But 
the successful dissemination of an aviation creation story had the potential 
to threaten this envirotechnical imaginary by displacing those obstacles. This 
study of TCA’s public-facing material from the 1940s and early 1950s reveals 
the uses of, contradictions in, and anxieties about making Canada “one-day 
wide,” and how TCA navigated that construction as it promoted civil aviation 
and the experience of flying.
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